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Abstract
Gaussian ODE filtering is a probabilistic numer-
ical method to solve ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODEs). It computes a Bayesian posterior
over the solution from evaluations of the vector
field defining the ODE. Its most popular version,
which employs an integrated Brownian motion
prior, uses Taylor expansions of the mean to ex-
trapolate forward and has the same convergence
rates as classical numerical methods. As the solu-
tion of many important ODEs are periodic func-
tions (oscillators), we raise the question whether
Fourier expansions can also be brought to bear
within the framework of Gaussian ODE filtering.
To this end, we construct a Fourier state space
model for ODEs and a ‘hybrid’ model that com-
bines a Taylor (Brownian motion) and Fourier
state space model. We show by experiments how
the hybrid model might become useful in cheaply
predicting until the end of the time domain.

1. Introduction
Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) appear in many
machine learning algorithms. In recent years, there has
been a particular surge of interest in ODEs for normalizing
flows (Rezende & Mohamed, 2015). This development is
driven by neural ODEs (Chen et al., 2018), which allow
for maximum-likelihood estimation and variational infer-
ence. Neural ODEs replace learning by gradient descent
with learning by ODE sensitivity analysis (Rackauckas et al.,
2018).
A recent recast of ODEs as a stochastic filtering problems
has made it possible to solve initial value problems (IVPs)
by all available Bayesian filtering methods (Tronarp et al.,
2019; 2020). The resulting class of methods, called ODE fil-
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ters, has not only fulfilled the goal of probabilistic numerics
(PN) (Hennig et al., 2015) to quantify numerical uncertainty
in a Bayesian way, but has also identified the dynamic model
as the fundamental internal modeling assumption of ODE
solvers. This dynamic model determines how the solver
extrapolates forward in time and is equivalent to a prior over
the ODE solution (Kersting et al., 2020, Appendix A).
Early PN research has, to show that its new methods are
indeed practical, focused mostly on creating probabilistic
analogues of classical methods. This line of inquiry has
discovered that the integrated Brownian Motion (IBM) prior
gives rise to ODE filters whose mean coincides with stan-
dard classical methods; see Schober et al. (2019). This is
due to the fact that—like e.g. Runge–Kutta method—ODE
filters with the IBM prior use Taylor expansions to locally
predict forward; see Section 5 in Kersting et al. (2019). In
the meantime, other local expansions based on the Matérn
covariance function have been studied; see Tronarp et al.
(2020). Fourier expansions, however, have not been inves-
tigated in the context of ODE filters although it is known
how to incorporate them in a dynamic model; see (Solin
& Särkkä, 2014). With this paper, we aim to begin filling
in this gap. Since so many important ODEs are oscillators
with periodic solutions, we consider Fourier expansions a
promising research direction in the context of ODE filtering.

2. ODE Filtering for Initial Value Problems
We consider the following IVP

ẋ(t) = f (x(t)) , ∀t ∈ [0, T ], x(0) = x0 ∈ Rd, (1)

with vector field f : Rd → Rd. For notational convenience,
we restrict w.l.o.g. the below presentation to d = 1. As
the solution x : [0, T ] → Rd in general lies in an infinite
dimensional function space such as C2([0, T ];Rd), a finite
dimensional representation is needed to extrapolate from
x(t) to x(t+ h). Runge–Kutta methods, for example, use
Taylor expansions (i.e. projections to polynomial spaces)
as finite dimensional approximations of x. While classi-
cal methods only do so implicitly, Gaussian ODE filtering
represents x(t) explicitly in a D-dimensional state vector,
i.e. in a stochastic process X(t) from which a model of x(t)
can be linearly extracted:

x(t) ∼ H0X(t), for some H0 ∈ Rd×D. (2)
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Algorithm 1 Gaussian ODE Filtering
Input: IVP(xi,m, T ), step size h > 0
Initialize, t = 0, H0X(0) = x0 and HX(0) = f(x0)
repeat

predict state X , t→ t+ h, along Equation (5)
t = t+ h
update X(t) by Equations (8) and (9)

until t+ h > T

Moreover, for ODEs, the derivative has also to be linearly
extractable

ẋ(t) ∼ HX(T ) for some H ∈ Rd×D. (3)

As ODE filtering is a Bayesian method, the state X(t) is
modeled by a stochastic process, which is usually repre-
sented by a linear time-invariant stochastic differential equa-
tion (SDE)

dX(t) = FX(t) dt+ L dB(t) (4)

with Gaussian initial condition on X(0), where the drift and
diffusion matrices F,L ∈ RD×D detail the deterministic
and stochastic part of the dynamics respectively. This SDE
prior can be thought of as a localized definition of a Gauss–
Markov process. In its discretized form, it defines a dynamic
model

p (X(t+ h) |X(t)) = N (A(h)X(t), Q(h)), (5)

with matrices A(h), Q(h) ∈ RD×D which are implied in
closed form by F and L. To update this model, a measure-
ment model is added

p(Z(t) |X(t)) = N (f(H0X(t))−HX(t), R) , (6)

R ≥ 0, which is conditioned on the data

Z(t) := 0. (7)

As f is non-linear, the above measurement model is in-
tractable (Tronarp et al., 2019, Section 2). By substitut-
ing f(H0E[X(t)]) for f(H0X(t)), we obtain the following
tractable measurement model

p(Z(t) |X(t)) = N (HX(t), R) (8)
Z(t) := f(H0E[X(t)]). (9)

We will employ this measurement model in this paper. The
dynamic and measurement model together are called a prob-
abilistic state space model (SSM), which Gaussian ODE
filtering uses to infer x as detailed in Algorithm 1.

The classical Taylor SSM

In previous research, the most commonly recommended
model uses an integrated Brownian motion as a dynamic

model (prior). It is defined by inserting the following matri-
ces into Equation (5):

A(h)ij = Ii≤j
hj−i

(j − i)!
, (10)

Q(h)ij = σ2 h2q+1−i−j

(2q + 1− i− j)(q − i)!(q − j)!
, (11)

where σ2 is the variance scale of the underlying Brownian
motion; see Kersting et al. (2019, Appendix A). Here, the
state vector [

x(0)(t), . . . , x(q)(t)
]
∼ X(t) (12)

models the first q ∈ N derivatives of x(t). Therefore, the
mean prediction X(t + h) = A(h)X(t) is a Taylor ex-
pansion of the numerical estimates of these derivatives.
Consequently, since Runge–Kutta methods also use Tay-
lor approximations of x(t) (Hairer et al., 1987, Section II.2),
the posterior mean is similar to Runge–Kutta methods with
local convergence rates of q + 1 and global convergence
rates of q. It is hence a very good method to solve generic
ODEs; see Schober et al. (2019) and Kersting et al. (2019).

3. Fourier Models for ODEs
In this paper, we are concerned with oscillating ODEs.
Hence, let the ODE be such that its solution x(t) is a pe-
riodic function. Let us denote the period of x by p > 0,
and its angular velocity by w0 = 2π/p. For such periodic
functions, a J-th order Fourier series, J ∈ N, of x is the
standard approximation:

xJ(t) = x0 +

J∑
j=1

xj(t)
J→∞→ x(t), (13)

almost everywhere, where x0 = a0/2 and

xj(t) = aj cos(w0jt) + bj sin(w0jt). (14)

The derivative of Equation (13) is

ẋJ(t) = y0 +

J∑
j=1

−w0jyj(t)
J→∞→ x(t), (15)

almost everywhere, where y0 = 0 and

yj(t) = aj sin(w0jt)− bj cos(w0jt). (16)

The exact Fourier coefficients are given by the integrals

aj =
2

p

∫ p

0

x(t) cos(jw0t) dt, (17)

bj =
2

p

∫ p

0

x(t) sin(jx0t) dt, (18)
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which are, in general, intractable. Thus, learning a periodic
approximation of x amounts to inferring the coefficients
(aj , bj). To reproduce the model from Solin & Särkkä
(2014, Section 3.2), we will however run inference on the
corresponding harmonic oscillators (xj(t), yj(t)) instead.
To this end, we first observe that, for each j = 0, . . . , J ,
[xj(t), yj(t)] satisfies the following differential equations

d

dt

[
xj(t)
yj(t)

]
=

[
0 −jw0

jw0 0

] [
xj(t)
yj(t)

]
. (19)

Note that, if we set [x0(0), y0(0)] = [a0/2, 0] and
[xj(0), yj(0)] = [aj ,−bj ], then the only solution of Equa-
tion (19) is indeed [xj(t), yj(t)] as defined in Equations (14)
and (16). Since we (in general) do not know the Fourier
coefficients (aj , bj), we model the initial values with a Gaus-
sian probability distribution: [xj(0), yj(0)] ∼ N (0, q2j I),
for some q2j > 0. We then model these oscillators by a
stochastic process X(t), i.e.

[x0(t), y0(t), x1(t), y1(t), . . . , xJ(t), yJ(t)] ∼ X(t)
(20)

which (according to Equation (19)) follows the SDE, Equa-
tion (4), if and only if

F = diag(F1, . . . , FJ), with blocks (21)

Fj =

[
0 −jw0

jw0 0

]
, and (22)

L = 0 ∈ R2(J+1)×2(J+1), (23)

and if the initial condition is [X(0)2j , X(0)2j+1] ∼
N (0, q2j I). It is natural that there is no diffusion (L = 0),
as the Fourier coefficients (unlike Taylor coefficients) of
a periodic signal x(t) do not change in t. Since we want
the prior defined by this SDE to be a zero-mean Gaussian
Process with the canonical periodic covariance function

kp(t, t
′) = σ2 exp

−2 sin2
(
w0

t−t′
2

)
l2

 , (24)

we have to set

q2j =
2Ij(l

−2)
exp(l−2)

, for j = 1, . . . , J, (25)

where Ij(z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
of order j; see Solin & Särkkä (2014, Eq. 27).
Dynamic model The implied matrices for the dynamic
model, Equation (5), are now given by

A = diag(A0, . . . , AJ), with blocks (26)

Aj =

[
cos(w0jt) − sin(w0jt)
sin(w0jt) cos(w0jt)

]
, and (27)

Q = 0 ∈ R2(J+1)×2(J+1). (28)

Measurement Model This dynamic model is, like all dy-
namic models, combinable with all measurement models.
For ODEs, we need, by Equation (8), a model H0 that ex-
tracts x(t) and a model H that extracts the derivative from
the state X(t) of Equation (20). By Equations (13) and (15),
this is satisfied by

H0 = [1, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 1, 0] ∈ R1×2(J+1), and (29)

H =
[
0, 0, 0,−1w0, 0,−2w0, . . . , 0,−Jw0

]
∈ R1×2(J+1).

3.1. Discussion of the Fourier model

As their coefficients do not depend on a support point,
Fourier models are (unlike Taylor models) global expan-
sions. Hence, they are best at extrapolating globally, while
Taylor methods excel at extrapolating locally. As ODE meth-
ods are usually designed for a small step size h > 0, the
Taylor approximation is the standard approximation in ODE
solvers, such as Runge–Kutta methods. Hence, we expect
the Fourier SSM to be more useful for global extrapolation
with larger step sizes. Accordingly, we suggest a hybrid
ODE solver which combines the Taylor and the Fourier state
space model in the next section. This model could be used
to extrapolate from a certain time, after learning the Fourier
coefficients with data from the Taylor model.

4. The Hybrid Taylor-Fourier Model
As Taylor approximations excel at local approximations
and Fourier approximations at global approximations of
periodic signals, we combine both to the hybrid Taylor-
Fourier model. The idea is that one can learn the Fourier
coefficients (aj , bj) from Equations (17) and (18) with
data from the Taylor SSM and then extrapolate with the
Fourier SSM using the learned coefficients. Let us de-
note the Taylor SSM by (ATay, QTay, HTay) and the Fourier
SSM (AFour, QFour, HFour). The hybrid Filter works now as
follows: It splits the time domain [0, T ] of the ODE into
two parts [0, Tp] and [Tp, T ] for some prediction time point
Tp ∈ (0, T ). On the first interval [0, Tp], we solve the ODE
with the classical Gaussian ODE filter with the Taylor SSM,
and we, simultaneously, train the Fourier SSM with the data
from the Taylor model. On the second interval [Tp, T ], we
just predict along the Fourier dynamical model defined by
(AFour, QFour).
As the computation on the time interval [Tp, T ] does not
require additional evaluations of f and is therefore almost
free, we hope that that this model turns out useful to reduce
the computational time of solving periodic ODEs. In the
next section we present some experiments which, while not
practical yet, highlight that this hybrid model in principle
works.
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Figure 1. Hybrid Filter on Van der Pol ODE, Equation (30). Blue
and yellow line are true curves x1 and x2. Red and green line are
hybrid filter mean with prediction from Tp = 37.5.

5. Experiments
We try a Gaussian ODE filter with hybrid Taylor-Fourier
SSM on two standard oscillating ODEs: the Van der Pol
oscillator{

ẋ1(t) = µ(x1(t)− 1
3x1(t)

3 − x2(t)),
ẋ2(t) = 1

µx1(t),
(30)

with µ = 5, x(0) = [1,−1], T = 50, and the FitzHugh–
Nagumo model{

ẋ1(t) = x1(t)− x1(t)
3

3 − x2(t) + I,

ẋ2(t) = 1
τ (x1(t) + a− x2(t)) ,

(31)

with parameters (I, a, b, τ) = (0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 10.0), x(0) =
[1., 0.1] and T = 50.

5.1. Experimental Set-Up

We set the parameters of the Taylor model as follows: q = 1
and σ2 = 1. Moreover, we choose the following parameters
of the Fourier model: l = 3, w0 = 1, σ2 = 1, J = 3
p = 2π and R = 0. Note that these parameters are not
fine-tuned. We define the prediction time Tp for both ODEs
to be Tp = 3

4T = 37.5.

5.2. Results

The plots in Figures 1 and 2 show that the hybrid ODE
filter works in principle. It picks up some structure from the
trajectories on [0, Tp] and can extrapolate forward by a sum
of harmonic oscillators. The quality of the extrapolation is,
however, not good enough yet. We suspect that this is due
to our ad-hoc choice of parameters. Since our state space
model is by Solin & Särkkä (2014) an approximation of GP
regression with periodic kernel and derivative observations,
it should be possible to make the extrapolation as accurate
as periodic GP regression (at least for J →∞).
In particular, it should be possible to choose the angular
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Figure 2. Hybrid Filter on FitzHugh–Nagumo ODE, Equation (31).
Blue and yellow line are true curves x1 and x2. Red and green
line are hybrid filter mean with prediction from Tp = 37.5.

velocity w0 in a more principled way and thereby match
the period of the oscillator more precisely. Our choice of
w0 = 1 is particularly off in Figure 2. We also believe that
a more accurate extrapolation could be achieved if a larger
J is chosen. This will probably only work well once we
have found a suitable way to choose w0. Moreover, future
research should examine which J + 1 data points from the
Taylor model should be used for the Fourier model—which
is an active learning task with Gaussian processes (Seo et al.,
2000).

6. Conclusion
We examined how Fourier state space models can be em-
ployed in Gaussian ODE filtering, to solve oscillating ODEs.
To this end, we developed a novel Fourier sate space model
that is applicable to ODEs. We reasoned that it might outper-
form Taylor methods on global extrapolation tasks. Since
Fourier expansions are not locally accurate enough to serve
as a practical ODE solver on its own, we have developed
the hybrid ODE Solver which combines Taylor and Fourier
expansions. It first uses a Taylor SSM to compute up to a
certain time Tp while training a Fourier SSM ‘on the fly’,
and then uses the so-trained Fourier SSM to predict forward.
We demonstrated that, in principle, this can work—even
if we are not yet satisfied with the quality of the Fourier
prediction.
Future research should examine how the Fourier coefficients
can be learned better—e.g. by finding ways to choose the
Fourier parameters (w0, J) better or to employ smart ac-
tive learning (Seo et al., 2000) for the Fourier coefficients
(aj , bj). Since the desired Fourier coefficients are inte-
grals, maybe ideas from Bayesian quadrature (Briol et al.,
2019) can be borrowed for this purpose; see Equations (17)
and (18). We hope that this might pave the way to almost
cost-free predictions of oscillating systems which could
come in useful in settings where ODEs have to be solved
over a long time horizon with very limited budget or where
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a (reinforcement learning) system has to make sudden deci-
sions in the context of ODE dynamics (Deisenroth & Ras-
mussen, 2011).
If so, then exciting new ideas unknown to classical numeri-
cal analysis—such as quasi-periodic extrapolations (Solin
& Särkkä, 2014, Section 3.5)—could be introduced to ODE
solvers. Such a development would also benefit probabilis-
tic numerical methods for boundary value problems (John
et al., 2019), PDEs (Oates et al., 2019), and ODE inverse
problems (Kersting et al., 2020).
In machine learning, such advances could provide better
uncertainty quantification (of the numerical error) for con-
tinuous normalizing flows with ODEs, see (Chen et al., 2018,
Section 4)—where a free-form ODE, potentially an oscilla-
tor (Grathwohl et al., 2019), has to be numerically solved to
approximate the transformed state and the numerical error
is, to date, not accounted for.
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